
1 - The Effects 2 - The Cause 3 - They Knew 
Our planet is showing signs of stress: 

 

Earthquakes 

Ever since the 2004 Indonesian earthquake and 

Tsunami, the number of 6.0-8.0 quakes has increased 

dramatically. 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 
Volcanic Eruptions 

Major volcanoes around the world are erupting violently. 

Extinct volcanoes in southern California are gassing 

steam. A new underwater volcano just formed off the 

coast of Oregon. You get the idea. 

 

The Earth Is Opening Up 

Giant cracks and sinkholes are appearing all over. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The Stars 

Celestial positions that have remained constant for 

thousands of years are beginning to change. 

 

The Greenland Event 

The sun rose two days early in 2010 after their annual 

period of darkness. Why now? 

 

Inuit Eskimo Testimony 

They now have one more hour of sunlight to hunt seals 

each day. How is this possible? 

 

Something has changed in our solar system. 

Few things can cause the earth to shake, the plates to 

move, the lava to flow, the poles to drift and the axis to 

tilt.  Research indicates that a large celestial object is 

near or inside our solar system and its 

gravitational/magnetic influence is causing these 

anomalies.   What could it be? 

 

• A brown dwarf star 

• A huge, rogue planet 

• A black hole 

• Something unknown 

1. Go to http://www.google.com/sky 
2. Type in “leo” in the search field. 

3. Click the Infrared button in the upper-right 

corner.  Scroll to the right. 

In 1983 NASA launched the first infrared space 

telescope (IRAS). It looked for heat signatures in 

the cold of space.  
 

Last year, IRAS detected heat from an object 
about 50 billion miles away that is now the 
subject of intense speculation. U.S. News and 

World Report (9-10-84) 

 

Since then, the governments of the world have 

spent over $7 trillion on additional thermal imaging 

equipment pointing into space. This is a HUGE 

amount of money to study the cosmos. They are 

very concerned!  In fact, other countries built 

similar telescopes due to “trust issues” with the 

U.S. 
 

In 2007, the U.S. completed construction of the 

South Pole Telescope (SPT) in Antarctica. 

Antarctica is clearly the most challenging location 

to build and staff a facility; however it’s the best 

location to track this particular object as it passes 

through our solar system. The SPT had to be built. 

The $500 billion was of no concern to the 

government. 
 

Even the Vatican has its own infrared telescope in 

Arizona.  It’s known as the VATT.   
 

Can We See It? 

Not with a regular telescope. This object does not 

emit light. But, if you have access to an infrared 

telescope, you can!  Follow these steps: 

You should see the image from the front page of 

this flyer on your screen. This object is HUGE! 

For a size comparison, try searching on 
“jupiter”. You will have to zoom in several 

times to see Jupiter, the largest planet in our 

solar system. 

History Repeats Itself 

This object has passed through our solar system before 

and it will again.  Ancient texts and our Holy Bible have 

many names for this cosmic  “object”: 

 

• The Destroyer 

• Hercolubus 

• The Horrible Star 

• The Red Kachina 
 

Regardless of the name, its passing has been historically 

catastrophic to our planet. These events explain Woolly 

Mammoths being “flash frozen”, aquatic fossils in high 

mountain areas, advanced cultures disappearing, entire 

cities found on the ocean floor,  and  potentially the 

asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter, etc. 

 

Ancient Symbols 

Many ancient cultures have symbols of a “winged disk” 

like the one shown below. If the object shown on the front 

of this pamphlet flew past our planet, it may look like a 

winged sphere similar to the picture below. 

• Nibiru 

• Wormwood 

• Nemesis 

• Planet X 

• Tyche 

• Gabriel’s Fist 

• G1.9 

• CW Leonis 

When Will It Be Here 

We do not know. Only NASA knows for sure.  

Its likely that survivors 

of a prior passing 

might create 

representations of  

this cosmic intruder  

it in their art, religion, and historical writings, etc. 

http://www.google.com/sky


The DESTROYER Is 

Coming! 

The information in this 

pamphlet may save your life, 

the life of your spouse, 

children, parents, friends, 

neighbors, coworkers or even 

a complete stranger.  

 

Please do not disregard this 

warning!  

 

Time is running out. 

Infrared Image From Google Sky 

    4 - They Are Prepared 

The government has been preparing for this event 

for decades: 

 

Wars of Conquest 

If there is any place on the planet that will survive 

the cataclysm, the US must occupy that territory 

just in case.  

 

The Svalbard Global Seed Vault 

Located inside a frozen mountain in Norway, this 

facility stores 400,000 seed samples from around 

the world.  

 

Underground Bunkers (for them) 

Governments have been building massive 

underground facilities to provide protection from the 

forthcoming cataclysm.  Search at You Tube on the 

terms “underground bunkers”, “DUMBs” or “Deep 

Underground Military Bases” 

 

FEMA Camps (for us) 

These detention centers have been constructed 

around the country using your tax dollars. They 

have perimeter fences to keep people in, and areas 

inside the facility for children to play. People will 

willingly take their families to these locations.  If at 

all possible, do not go to one of these “prison 

camps”; you will never leave! 

 

Military Movement 

People are noticing military convoys and trains 

loaded with military equipment on remote roads 

and railways. With a camera on most cell phones, 

videos and pictures are available, proving that this 

is happening.  

 

The Aftermath 

Billions will die in the cataclysm. Billions of 

survivors will starve to death. Out of the ashes of 

the old world will rise a new world government and 

a new world religion.  

 

Bible prophecies line up with this perfectly. Don’t 

think so? Read about the opening of the Sixth Seal 

and the Trumpet Judgments in Revelation. 

5 - The Only Way Out 

6 – More Information 

As troubling as this all sounds, there is victory in this 

story. By visiting the web site below, you can learn 

more.  Find out about the rescue mission (rapture), 

the “locusts” from the “abyss”, and the “strong 

delusion” (2 Thess. 2). Find out what being “saved” 

and “born again” is all about. 
 

www.tribulation-now.org 

To summarize, they (the elite) are preparing 

bunkers because they believe they’ll survive. Their 

underground bunkers will eventually entomb them! 

No amount of prepping, hoarding, and hiding, can 

protect you. Give your life to Jesus Christ now! It is 

simple; anyone can do it.  Get on your knees, say 

this prayer, and mean it with all your heart. 

That’s it. Welcome to the 

Kingdom of Heaven!  Go 

and “sin no more”.  Now 

get water baptized and 

tell others about our Lord 

Jesus Christ before time 

runs out! 

Dear Jesus, 
 

Thank you for dying on the cross for me 
and paying the price for my sins. Please 
forgive me of my sins, even the sins I do 
not know that I’ve committed. I place 
my trust and faith completely in you for 
my salvation. Help me to live for you. 
 

Amen 


